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ALKA DROPS 

 Convenient
 Fast
 Portable
 Healthy

The exclusive composition of Juuva’s ALLWATER is designed around a special ingredient. 
The revolutionary new ingredient responsible for helping raise the pH of water is glycine carbonate. 

Glycine is a naturally occurring amino acid with amazing buffering power. It helps set and maintain pH, in the range of  
9  to 10.  Combining glycine with carbonate, another powerful buffering agent, yields the most effective and unique  
product available.*  There are many documented benefits of alkaline water. These includes; better hydration by reducing 
water molecules clusters making water easier to absorb into your bloodstream, promoting increased energy levels, and 
neutralizing free radicals.*

Another revolutionary aspect of this exciting new product is the inclusion of electrolytes. 
Electrolytes are minerals that conduct electricity in blood and body fluids. In fact, adding electrolytes to water increases its 
electrical conductivity, a phenomenon that is easily observed by the electrical current that when passed through the 
treated water will enhance the glow of a light bulb. Electrolyte minerals help control a number of vital functions related to 
the water levels in the body, including normal muscle function and the relative acidity of the blood. Keeping the right 
balance of electrolytes in your body guards against dehydration and ensures an adequate amount of fluid in your  body. 
Two of the most important electrolytes are potassium chloride and sodium chloride. Maintaining a proper balance 
between potassium and sodium is important to good health. ALLWATER delivers balanced quantities of both potassium 
and sodium with every water alkalization treatment.* 

The ingredients are few, the benefits are many: 
Deionized Water:  produces high purity water that is generally similar to distilled  water.*

Potassium Chloride: is vital in the human body, and oral potassium chloride is the common means to replenish it. Potassium is a 
mineral that is found in many foods and is needed for several functions of your body, especially the beating of your heart. Potassium 
Chloride is an electrolyte and a natural preservative.* 

Sodium Chloride: is the chemical name for salt. Sodium is an electrolyte that regulates the amount of water in your body. Sodium also 
plays a part in nerve impulses and muscle contractions.* 

Sodium Glycine Carbonate: is a naturally occurring amino acid found in proteins that exhibits excellent buffering capacity. The 
synergistic combination of carbonate with glycine yields significantly enhanced acid neutralization and alkaline pH control.*

 Sodium Hydroxide: separates in water to sodium cations (positively charged sodium atoms) and hydroxide anions (negatively charged 
oxygen and hydrogen atoms), which ultimately decrease the acidity of the water. Sodium Hydroxide is an electrolyte. 

Electrolytes affect the amount of water in your body, the acidity of your blood (pH), your muscle function, and other important 
processes. You lose electrolytes when you sweat. You must replace them by drinking fluids that contain electrolytes. Water 
does not contain electrolytes.  http://www.nlm.nih.gov/medlineplus/ency/article/002350.htm 

ALLWATER has been carefully formulated to provide the option of treating small and large volumes of water. Add one drop for each 
one ounce of water. One cup of water (8 oz) requires only 8 drops of ALLWATER.  

One bottle of ALLWATER contains enough solution to treat 222, 250ml (8oz) cups of water!      Use only as directed. 
The 60ml (2oz) bottle with its specially metered dropper top is easy to carry along in a pocket, purse, bag, or on an airplane. 

*FDA Disclaimer: These statements have not been evaluated by the FDA. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease.

How do I get the convenience of Alkaline Drops? 
Barbara Dhoedt 
juuvaproducts@barbaradhoedt.ca 

780.432.2086
780.984.8995 
ID: 158720 

ALLWATER Alka Drops are specifically designed to raise the pH of water to an alkaline state and to 
supply a small amount of electrolytes. These all natural drops are exclusively formulated for Juuva to 
increase hydration and to raise your body’s pH balance. Take ALLWATER to the office, to a restaurant, or 
anywhere that you want to quickly add a nutritional supplement with the benefits of increased pH and 
electrolytes to your  drink.*

ALL WATER contains no phosphorus, phosphates, or preservatives. 
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